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Summary of the presentation

• A few words about INPES

• The partnership between the health sector and the educational sector

• An example of a health action: « Profédus », a tool for teacher’s training in health education
Some words to present INPES

- INPES = National institute of prevention and health education
- Inpes is an agency depending from the ministry of health, created by the law of the 4th of march 2002 regarding patient’s rights and quality of the health care system

- Main missions: to play an advisory and expertise role in matters related to prevention and health promotion
- Conceptualise, develop and produce programming supports especially in the form of informational booklets, educational tools, and communication campaigns

Partnership between health and education sectors

- Health’s pupils program between the ministry of health and the ministry of education 2011-2015
- Partnership convention between the ministry of education and INPES 2010-2014
  - To Develop and promote health education in schools
  - To send Inpes’s information documents to schools
  - To build tools for schools: project guidelines
Profédus : a tool for teacher’s training in health education

- **Prof**
  - Professeur = Teacher
- **Edu**
  - Education = teaching
- **S**
  - santé = health
PROFEDUS

• The tool’s purpose: to develop training in health education

• The tool contains 4 elements:
  – book
  – files
  – DVD
  – photoformation
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